GastroAdvisor….
is building the first global recommendation
platform for restaurants and dining venues based
on blockchain Ethereum. GastroAdvisor
connects restaurants and customers through
FORK token, rewarding users for their
contributions and creating a reliable platform for
informations and reviews of restaurants around
the world.

Mission

Token Benefit Investing

The mission of GastroAdvisor is primarily to help
restaurant owners and users to improve their online
experience and to introduce them to accept and allow
payments of a consumption through Cryptocurrency.

“A research by Bocconi for Host 2017 analyzed
the trends and the developments in the sector.
Over 325 thousand companies produce
one-seventh of all EU revenue. The increasing
consumption of food outside home, the growth of
local excellence and street food. Today the
internet is increasingly used to choose where to
eat “

BlockChain against fake review
GastroAdvisor creates the first blockchain certified
gastronomic review. This function
will only be available for restaurants who will accept
the FORK token and more digital
currencies from GastroAdvisor's users at the counter.
Just after the user has made the
payment, the transaction hash will automatically be
saved by the GA platform through
the SmartContract and it will subsequently be notified
on the users profile that there is
the possibility to write a certified gold review within the
next 30 days.
For more Info read the Wihtepaper

The Platform
Search engine
A search engine connected to an artificial intelligence
that learns from your tastes and advises, the first
search engine specifically designed and optimized to
easily find the best places in your surroundings.

2.5 tld The turnover of restaurants in Euro in
2017
30 mln Users active in the food blogger sector
and beyond
72 mln Food photos published by users every
day

Token Sale
Name: GastroAdvisorToken
Symbol: FORK
Type: ERC20
Decimal: 18

Pre-ICO Dates (GMT +1:00)

Phase 1: 03/11/2018 12:00 AM – 15/12/2018
12:00 AM

ICO Dates (GMT +1:00)

SocialFood
Join the social network, share your dining experiences
with your friends, insert or discover restaurants,
recipes, events, announcements and participate in the
first community dedicated entirely to gastronomy..

Phase 1: 16/12/2018 12:00 AM – 31/12/2018
12:00 AM
Phase 2: 01/01/2019 12:00 AM – 15/01/2019
12:00 AM
Phase 3: 16/01/2019 12:00 AM – 30/01/2019
12:00 AM
Accepted Currencies: Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin
( BTC), Fiat (EUR/USD)

Solutions for restaurateurs
Simple and targeted systems to control your
restaurant, solutions and features designed by a
team of experts to keep up with the time. Enhance
your restaurant and keep everything under control
with a few clicks.

50% Crowdfunding
20% Reward community
13% Founders and Team
5% Advisors
5% Marketing
2% "Bounty" campaign
5% Token holder

Token Structure

More Info on: www.GastroAdvisor.com
Whitepaper: https://www.gastroadvisor.com/whitepaper.pdf

